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Summary:
In accordance with the Multiple Measures Assessment Project (MMAP) underway
statewide, Gavilan College conducted a home-grown MMAP placement pilot using a cohort of
students identified in spring 2016. Using a variety of data points, students were placed using
multiple measures assessment procedures. Though a small number, results of the MMAP pilot
are extremely encouraging. Success rates for multiple measures placed students compare
favorably with their traditionally-placed peers. OIR recommends expansion of multiple
measures placement.

Selection Criteria and Placement Strategy:
The counseling department recruited students into the multiple measures assessment
pilot using a straightforward sample of students from Christopher High School of the Gilroy
Unified School District. After students indicated to their high school counselors that they were
planning to attend Gavilan College in fall 2016, the high school counselors forwarded their
high school transcripts to Gavilan College counselors. Attrition from the initial sample of
about 100 students resulted from a few factors. The requirement that students complete
Gavilan College assessments and a “Kick-Start” session limited those willing to participate. In
addition, the use of EAP scores thinned the analysis sample as well. This resulted in a final
analysis sample subjected to multiple measures assessment consisted of 30 students.
Gavilan College counselors used a locally derived model for the pilot project. First,
counselors evaluated whether students had assessment scores through the California Early
Assessment Program (EAP). If students achieved an EAP score of level 4 (i.e., Standard
Exceeded) the student was placed into the appropriate corresponding college level course. If
students did not achieve a score at level 4, or if they did not have EAP scores at all, counselors
went on to use their high school transcripts for placement.
Using the submitted high school transcripts, counselors first evaluated students’
cumulative high school Grade Point Average (GPA). If students met the minimum of GPA 2.5,
counselors then evaluated their final grades in their high school English and math courses. In
the case of English, counselors evaluated whether students earned a B- or better in their most
recent junior or senior level English course. If the conditions were satisfied, the student was
placed into transfer level English at Gavilan College. In the case of math, counselors evaluated
whether students earned a grade of B- or better in their Algebra II course. If the conditions
were satisfied, the student was placed into transferrable math at Gavilan College. If students
failed to earn a B- or better in the courses identified above, but did achieve a B- or better in
more advanced and/or Advanced Placement (AP) courses, this “plus factor” could also serve in
lieu of the aforementioned course grade condition. For example, if a student earned a grade of
C+ in Algebra II (baseline course), but earned a grade of A- in precalculus (more advanced
course), the student would be placed into transferrable math due to the grade in the more
advanced class exceeding the B- guideline for the baseline course.
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Ana
alysis:
The following series of tables present the result s of the multtiple measurres assessmeent
pilot project. Each table follow
ws the same format.
f
Thee first columnn lists the ouutcome. Thee
second column listss the percentt of students falling into the given ouutcome. Thee third colum
mn
lists thee unduplicateed headcoun
nt of studentss falling intoo the given ooutcome. Thhe final colum
mn
represen
nts the total number of students
s
in th
he identifiedd cohort.
Using Accu
uplacer, studeents represen
nted in tablees 1 and 3 weere placed att the 2xx or 44xx
levels in
n English orr math (see Appendix
A
A)). However, after a revieew using muultiple measuures,
these sttudents weree “bumped up
p” to transfeerrable Engliish or math. Tables 2 annd 4 represennt
tradition
nally-placed
d students in transferrable courses duuring the sam
me corresponnding terms. 1 2
For all four tables, the
t period off analysis is the summerr and fall 20116 terms. U
Updated resullts
from sp
pring 2017 will
w be availaable by the en
nd of the graading periodd.

Data
a Table
es: 3
Table 1: Success
s/Failure Rates
R
for Students Pllaced Into ENGL 1A U
Using Multtiple
Measu
ures

Table 2:
2 Success
s/Failure Rates
R
for Students Pllaced Into ENGL 1A U
Using
Accup
placer Only
y

1
2

3

Tablees 2 and 4 are liimited to studeents with an iniitial Accuplaceer-based placem
ment at the trannsfer level. Thhe
tabless do not include students takin
ng transferrablle courses afterr completing a remedial sequuence.
In tab
bles 1 and 3, the cohort N is higher
h
than the final total of sstudents attemppting the transfferrable course
becau
use not all students in the pilo
ot cohort attemp
pted English oor math during their first term
m at Gavilan. F
For
example, table 1 preesents a cohort N of 17, but a headcount tottal of 9. This iss because onlyy 9 of the 17 muultiple
measu
ures placed stu
udents actually attempted ENG
GL 1A during summer/fall 22016.
The analysis
a
is limitted to students registered at census.
c
Successs is defined ass earning a gradde of C or betteer.
No ov
verlap exists beetween the coh
horts in tables 1 and 3. The c ombined unduuplicated N for tables 2 and 4 is
971. In other wordss, some studentts appear in bo
oth tables 2 andd 4 because theey attempted booth English 1A
A and
transfferrable math in
n the same term
m. The magnittudes of the eff
ffects observed in tables 1 andd 3 exceed theiir
associated standard errors. Howev
ver, this finding is subject to the limitationss outlined in thhe following secction.
d are drawn from GIDS tab
bles PEOPLE, CLS_GRADE
ES, SECTION, STUTEST, annd PLACEMEN
NTS
The data
via Hyperion
H
on 201
17.01.17 at 113
39 hours. Dataa cover the term
ms 201650 andd 201670.
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Table 3: Success
s/Failure Rates
R
for Students Pllaced Into Transferra
able MATH
Using Multiple Measures
M

Table 4:
4 Success
s/Failure Rates
R
for Students Pllaced Into Transferra
able MATH
Using Accuplace
er Only

Limitation
ns:
The overall cohort used
d in the pilot was only 300 students. A
As with any social sciencce
research
h, more is geenerally bettter. A samplle of 30 from
m a populatioon of 971 is associated w
with
a margiin of error off approximattely ±18%. 4 However, even if one were to subttract 18
percenttage points from
fr
the multiple measurres success rrates in tablees 1 and 3, thhese adjustedd
successs rates would
d still be slig
ghtly greater than the succcess rates foor the traditional placem
ments
represen
nted in tablees 2 and 4. Thus,
T
even iff we take thee margin of eerror into acccount, multiiple
measures-placed stu
udents fared
d no worse th
han their tradditionally-plaaced peers.
The students in the pilott were not a random sam
mple of thosee matriculating at Gavilaan
Collegee during fall 2016. The analysis
a
sam
mple was draw
awn from graaduates of a single high
school and
a was subj
bject to substtantial attritio
on due to paarticipation rrequirementss. As a resullt, it
is possiible that stud
dents in the analysis
a
sam
mple are systeematically diifferent thann the total
populattion of new students
s
in fall
fa 2016 duee to unmeasuured characteeristics. Thiis results in a
form off “sampling bias.”
b
If true, the risk off making an erroneous cconclusion inncreases. 5
However, given thee uniformity of the resultts, the size oof the observved effect givven the estim
mated
d the large body
b
of existting statewidde and nationnal research on multiple
margin of error, and
measures that is in line with thee findings off this pilot prroject, OIR bbelieves the conclusions in
the follo
owing sectio
ons are nonetheless apprropriate.

Conclusion
n and Recom
R
menda
ations::
Based upon the informaation in the four
f
tables prresented aboove, it is reassonable to
conclud
de that the usse of high scchool perform
mance data aappropriatelyy places studdents into
4
5

Presu
umes a 2-tailed 95% confidence interval
To co
orrect for this potential
p
bias, social
s
scientistss typically empploy any of a nnumber of advaanced research
metho
ods. However,, given that thee pilot only con
nsisted of 30 sttudents (a low overall N), succh research meethods
were not attempted.
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transferrable courses at Gavilan College. Even accounting for a substantial margin of error, the
evidence presented above suggests that students placed using multiple measures do no worse
than their traditionally-placed peers.
It is critical to remember that these conclusions are in keeping with both statewide and
national research showing that multiple measures placement is an effective tool. Moreover,
national research demonstrates that each level below transfer level in which a student is placed
is associated with substantial reductions in their likelihood of persistence, success, graduation,
and transfer. Previous flow success rate analysis conducted by OIR demonstrates this leaky
pipeline effect on a local level. For all of these reasons, multiple measures placement is a
promising tool for Gavilan College as it more appropriately places students into courses
suitable to their levels of preparedness while also increasing their odds of success.
On a human level, perhaps the most important takeaway from this multiple measures
assessment pilot project is the following observation. Even with the limited overall headcount,
the vast majority of the students in the pilot group were successful in transferrable math and
English 1A on their first attempt (see tables 1 and 3). If the same students had been placed
using traditional methods, they would be taking courses at the remedial or nontransferable
level. Their success story demonstrates that such a remedial placement would have been
inappropriate and unnecessary. This is a stark reminder of the perils of relying upon a limited
set of data for placement and a reminder of the powerful implications of multiple measures
assessment for college placement.
Thus, OIR concludes that the use of multiple measures should be expanded and
implemented as soon as is feasible and prudent.
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Appendix A: Student Counts Provided to IR by
Counseling
ACCUPLACER English Placement of Students Placed into ENGL 1A from High School
Performance Data
WRITING PLACEMENT
ENGL 1A
ENGL 250
ENGL 440
READING
ENGL 1A
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
PLACEMENT
ENGL 260
7
6
‐‐
ENGL 420
‐‐
4
‐‐

ACCUPLACER Math Placements of Students Placed into College Level Math from High
School Performance Data
Math 430
5
Math 240
2
Math 5 OR 14  Math 8A
4
Math 5, 6, 7, 12 OR 14  Math 2
8A

NOTE: These tables originally contained lists of G#s for OIR to track. The G#s have been
suppressed in favor of cell counts so as to protect student privacy.
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